Saturday, January 18, 2014, Mazatlán Sinaloa de Adonai, Nuevo Jerusalén.

- Príncipe Adagio
To all good religions and institutions and world citizens who are creations of the Holy Spirit and everyone that loves music as well as God's animals and all things ever created.

Everyone in the world loves music and that's why for this incarnation you are all revealed to be the Angelic Adagios of the Holy Spirit of which I Am the first.

It is written that your souls were made through music.

I wrote it and told it to you myself.

For those who do not believe here is a link to that video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l69aF5yf-hM

Thus If "God writes the good songs, chants hymns and melodies that make whole world sing " --and I'll take that as an axiom—God's Holy Spirit is proven inside each one of you through the music and the arts --the many that are created to music-- that you love so much.

Everyone is drawn to music. And I mean everyone. Even my cat likes music.

Why else would God give animals ears and brains for they too must hear the voice of God.
Even Trees, Bushes, Flowers, Insects, Marine life, Rocks and Mountains and terrestrial things are sensitive to wavelengths of music, the voice of God.

When religion does not attract you if some local guru, magician, minister, pastor, priest or religious leader is involved in some scandal, sing unto the Lord the music that is so important to your lives so truth can be revealed to you, especially about erroneous thinking that wizardry or evil Kabala is responsible for.

For those not edified appropriately by their clerics, priests, rabbi's, politicians, or religious leaders, let music heal you and make your musical appreciation a part of your self-ministry along with your Scripture from any of God's good religions.

From wherever music comes and through whatever culture music is expressed --in the known worlds that contain life-- Your Souls, the Universes, the Heavens and all that they contain, were made by the compendium of God's living word the language of music that was the first Adagio and more adagios followed.

Like scripture, Music and Mathematics are God's word as well, why else would you love music so much.

All those notes on a sheet of music written on those bars are just another way of God speaking to your heart --that innermost part of your soul.

And like mathematics is a universal language, so too is music.

Music is the language of God by which the Holy Spirits interacts with humans in a symbiotic relationship that ministers to your spirit.

If it is difficult for you to see good music also as the word of God --remember that music is represented by letters just like the written word of God is represented by letters.
If this is difficult for you to grasp, think of musical notes like musicians do.

To musicians the notes A-F represent the musical note in a High, Middle and Lower Pitch and a Flat.

Think of a high C sung by a Soprano, a middle C sung by an Alto or a Tenor or a low C sung by a Baritone or a Bass -- as three ways to sing or play a C.

Now in terms of ordinary language, think of the fluctuations in musical notes A and A-Flat akin to the a variation of the pronunciation of the letter "a" in the English language as in the word "Late" or its different intonation in the word "Flat" two different ways the letter "A" can be pronounced just in language, just like their pitches sound differently in God’s language of music.

Music is dynamic, and the same letter or music note can be played by a plethora of instruments as an A-Flat or an A-Sharp.

The musical note A-F can be played and at three different levels. If the note is a C, think of those three different levels as a high C, then a Middle C and a Low C. Then there are the Flats and the Sharps.

Now let’s talk about chords. Multiple Letters of music played at the same time to create a wonderful and marvelous piece of music a work of art.

On a guitar, or a piano -- cords can also be played -- and on a piano simultaneous cords can be played in combination -- one hand playing a cord -- and the other a melody and together they are harmonious.

Music is a language and it can be used to communicate.
It is yet another language of God and the language that speaks to the inner most parts of your soul and your heart and such it becomes another version of the word of God.

Sometimes we add words to the music --and through free will God allows you to express yourself even though your intentions might not be honor or praise God's Holy Spirit--even though your intentions are not even to edify the world. And though you sometimes do edify the world without wanting ---such as in a good way-- you do so without even knowing it.

Whatever, your intentions toward God are, the Holy Spirit will give you the riff even if you wish to express your classically conditioned poor developmental upbringing.

Musicians bring people together in the spirit of love, without even praying, without even knowing it. When music is played ---the spirit of Love descends upon your concert-- or in a miniature performance--- or even a simple rehearsal where people are invited.

So you see through music --God's word is in you—and through all your favorite songs that you are reminded of when you die and go to reincarnation area—you realized you loved God the entire time; and that not having not been the greatest student of a holy book, but you loved God's popular music and loved it dearly, you did not kill another and it Got you into reincarnation.

Cordially Yours –
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